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Conscious. Organized. Visionary. Intentional. Diverse.

93% of working Americans already believe
that the companies of the future promote
emotional and mental well-being, and not just
provide tools and skills development.

70% of the US workers said the COVID-19
pandemic is the most stressful time of their
entire career. 

63% say they do not do receive enough
support for their emotional & mental health.

20 - 50% in increased harmony, performance,
and impact when team is engaged, given the
right tools, and right position.

750% median growth on investment.

 

 

 

 

Why now

Are you ready for the assimilation to the NEW normal of your
own vision  & unique design, and success by your own
definition - after the world, culture, and markets have changed? 
After trauma*, the loss of the traditional routines and social
support, after the loss of good people you had to let go of/who
chose to leave due to circumstances? 
Even after you have changed?

Together, we help you & your team manage unfamiliar territory, identify and eliminate gaps, leaks, bottlenecks, lack of alignment, and overcome
obstacles standing in your way. We help empower your team, unlock their untapped greatness, and lead with empathy.

Rapid C.O.V.I.D. Recovery

Receive guidance, personal and strategic
support to help you manage unfamiliar
territory, identify gaps, leaks, bottlenecks,
lacks of alignment, and overcome any
(unforeseen) obstacles standing in your way -
while helping you plan and prepare for the
resurgence of the economy.  

Realign to your big vision, mission, uncover
limitless possibilities, devise the next-level
objectives, goals, and plans, so that you don't
only mitigate the risks, but help your people
be the best they can be, motivate, inspire, &
empower them to do their best, and lead
productive life no matter what.

Multiply ROI, ROE, results, growth through
increased harmony, impact, and high-value,
lasting contributions for yourself and others
while building, developing, managing, and
leading virtual-based/remote team of happy,
well-rounded and productive experts who
fully align to your mission & vision.

 

 

redefine, refocus, realign, reinvent to change
the trajectory of your business and solidify
immediate & long-term business development

accelerate success, and amplify desired
outcomes for your team, your clients, and
increase harmony, impact, and high-value,
lasting contributions for yourself and others;

simplify management, your own role, and free
up precious time for your family, creativity; 

attract and retain top talent who will continue
go above and beyond in actualizing your
mission, and vision;

all while minimizing stress, pressure, anxiety,
administrative, HR, and collection efforts.

Whether you're experiencing particular
challenges, or preparing for and working through
a demanding project or transformation, investing
in your team allows to rapidly and exponentially:
 

 

 

 

 

For Leaders, CEOs,
Experts, Founders 

For Managers & Key
Team Members

www.covidrecovery.pro

Sara Oblak Speicher, MBA
Tjaša Oblak Božnar, BEcon



To assure our clients and their teams receive
exceptional support and desired results, we
provide highly-curated, customized support, work
personally with each individual on your team.
Hence, are selective in who we team up with - in
terms of characteristics, criteria, and capacity.
 
Contact us for your own customized plan and
quote.

Our holistic & personal
approach produces results

Prepare for and ignite the
resurgence of the economy
in a more aligned,
inclusive, and holistic way.

Upgrade from a business
built on Excellence to one
fueled by Genius, Mission,
and higher Purpose.

Inspire & strategically
create C.O.V.I.D.
Recovery, and intentional
living, business, leadership,
and impact.

 

 

Sara Oblak Speicher, MBA is a Certified
Mindset Coach, Intuitive Business & Life
Success Strategist, and a former international
championship basketball player turned Online
Business Management & Consulting agency
owner. Leveraging 20+ years of experience,
she has personally done and built everything
she teaches, piece by piece.

*Coaching and consulting are not intended to be a substitute for
behavioral & health treatment.

About us

www.covidrecovery.pro

Tjaša Oblak Božnar, BEcon is a Business
Management, System, Operations, and
Leadership Expert with 15 years of
experience in improving, developing, and
growing private micro and small businesses as
well as multi-national corporations. Known as
The Fixer, her depth of understanding, out-of-
the-box thinking produce unparalleled results.

We look forward to speaking with you about your
vision, challenges, and opportunities, to help you

strategize your best next steps, and to determine how
working together could look like. 
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